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Previous Narrative about Academic Publication
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What is the
current lifecycle of

academic research?



Four Bodies of Research
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FINDING 1:

Academics Think Rhetorically



I think very much in terms of specific
journals, the readerships of those
journals, book series, the readerships of
those book series, and think, “Okay, I
want to talk about these issues to these
people. What is the genre medium that
will most effectively reach out to that
readership?”

-Jonathan Alexander, Professor of English and Informatics
at University of California, Irvine



FINDING 2:

After Top 2-3 Journals, Rank Matters
Less



FINDING 3:

Academics View Librarians as Scholarly
Research “Partners” vs. Support







FINDING 4:

Academics Increasingly Work with
Publishers to Promote Content
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Implications for
Researchers, Libraries, Publishers



Academics submit manuscripts as
writers to journals but also as
readers of the same journals – and
care about specific conversations
as readers.



“I also want to push what we know collectively as
readers…I don’t really publish in any journal that I
don’t also consider myself a reader of, so I
consider myself part of the readership of that
journal. Knowing what I know about that
readership, how can I try to advance a particular
conversation or at least contribute to it?” – Jonathan
Alexander



Newer journals/open access
publications can attract readers
and submissions, particularly
through early release.







Academics need instruction in how
to promote and publish
content…which librarians and
publishers can provide.
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